July 18-25 - Marina di Massa, Italy
Bulletin 2
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Update
A new update agenda is released.

Arrivals
Youngsters, when you'll arrive at Pisa Airport or Pisa Train Station you'll find some of our team
waiting for you. How you can recognize him/her? Look for that sign!

If you have ANY problem, ANY change on your time please INFORM US AS SOON AS POSSIBLE!
Send a message (phone call, sms, telegram app, whatsapp) to Silvio IZ5DIY +39 346 8586374
It will help a lot on handling your transportation to our camp.

At the camp
Language
Language at the camp will be ENGLISH.
Other languages will be discouraged, even into the communication inside national team. We know
it could sound strange now, but speaking same language all the time we'll be easier and open the
relationship between the Youngsters.
For some of you english could be hard but at the end of the camp your english will be better. Don't
be afraid, everyone will try to make communication possible, and don't hesitate to request help
when you don't understand.

Badge
Each participant, organizer, guest will wear a badge.
Badges will have a different color to identify team leader (red label), participant (white label) or
ARI and IARU staff (green label). Badges are personal: name, callsign and prefix of the team are
wrote on it. Also on the badge the local QRG, to be used at the camp, and a phone number in case
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of needs.

Guests will wear a common badge (blu banner): ITALY love YOTA.
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Practical Information
LOCAL TIME
In July – Central European daylight savings time (UTC+2 hours)
CURRENCY
Italian currency unit is Euro €
CREDIT CARDS
Hotels, restaurants, malls accept major credit cards (Visa and MasterCard are most popular).
Small shops, souvenir kiosks and similar require cash payment. There is enough ATM close to Yota
Camp.
CLIMATE
Average maximal and minimal temperatures for the YOTA Camp are 35° C and 22° C. The weather
is stable and normally sunny in July. Weather forecast says that during YOTA Camp week we can
reach 37°C, so please always use sun cream and if you can sun glasses too.
ELECTRICITY
AC power voltage in Italy is 230 V, frequency 50 Hz.
Most common plugs are like in the pictures :

Our advice is to put suitable adapter(s) in your baggage in advance.
TELEPHONE CALLS
For calls from all countries to a number in Italy the dialing code is +39.
EMERGENCY NUMBER
112 - Carabinieri
113 - Emergency Police Help Number (also ambulance and fire)
115 - Fire Department
118 - Medical Emergencies
CONTACT INFORMATION:
Silvio Gaggini, IZ5DIY +39 346 858 6374 iz5diy@arimpt.org
Alex Carletti, IV3KKW +39 329 963 0980 iv3kkw@gmail.com
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